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Numerous neuroimaging studies have increased our knowl-
edge on the role played by several cortical and subcortical brain
regions in human sexual arousal (SA).1 A recently published
study by Ulrich et al2 emphasized the importance of glucose in
the modulation of ventral tegmental area (VTA) activity elicited
by passive observation of male and female photos (nude and
clothed). (i) Although the VTA is involved in fear arousal, moral
sentiments, food intake, pleasure, and reward stimuli, Ulrich et al
did not mention the relevance of VTA activity in neuroimaging
studies of SA in the text. In a pioneering study, Bocher et al3

observed VTA activity during subjective SA and hypothesized
a role for VTA activity in the motivation underlying sexual
behavior and not only in the salience of sexual stimuli.1 (ii) The
stimuli used were not from a standardized or previously used
database, Ulrich et al did not test the perceived SA in an inde-
pendent session, and they collected no behavioral or psycho-
physiologic responses to assess subjective or genital arousal
during functional magnetic resonance imaging. As reported by
Ferretti et al,4 video clips are better than photos to evoke a genital
response in a functional magnetic resonance imaging study.
(iii) Although the 1st part of the acquisition was used to assess
“baseline” VTA activity, the study did not include a “before
glucose” condition with equivalent stimuli or a placebo condi-
tion. Although the findings are innovative, further studies are
needed to disentangle the role played by glucose during visual
sexual stimulation in VTA activity.
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